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Abstract
Users of traditional web search engines commonly find
it difficult to evaluate the results of their web searches. We
suggest the use of information visualization and interactive
visual manipulation as methods for improving the ability of
users to evaluate the results of a web search. In this paper, we present the results of a user study that compared the
search results interface provided by Google to that of two
systems we have developed: HotMap and Concept Highlighter. We found that users were able to perform their
searches faster with HotMap, were able to find more relevant documents with Concept Highlighter, and generally
ranked these interfaces higher than Google with respect to
subjective measures. When given a choice between these interfaces, participants ranked HotMap the highest, followed
by Google and Concept Highlighter. These results indicate
that even though the list-based representation of search results are common among search engines, visual and interactive interfaces to web search results can be more efficient,
effective, and satisfying to the users.

1. Introduction
A number of studies on web search user traits have noted
that users seldom view more than three pages of web search
results [13, 14]. In situations where the searchers are able
to craft an accurate query, it is possible that they are able to
find enough relevant documents in the first few pages to satisfy their information need. However, when vague or misleading queries are used, or when the information need is
inherently ambiguous, it is more common for users to either
give up or re-formulate their query, rather than continue to
evaluate the search results.
Part of the problem is that the list-based representation

commonly used by web search engines provides little support for the users’ task of deciding the relevance of the document surrogates in the search results collection. This static
list promotes the evaluation of each document surrogate individually, and to some degree, in the order provided. Further, the primarily textual contents of the search results list
makes it difficult to quickly evaluate the search results.
Our work has been motivated by a desire to represent
features of the search results set in a visual manner, and
to allow the users to interactively manipulate and explore
the search results. Wise et al. noted that “the need to read
and assess large amounts of text that is retrieved through
even the most efficient means puts a severe upper limit on
the amount of text information that can be processed by any
analyst for any purpose” [16]. We have attempted to address
this upper limit through the development of two prototype
systems: HotMap [7] and Concept Highlighter [8].
The Google interface promotes the traditional model
of information retrieval where a passive evaluation of the
search results is supported. HotMap and Concept Highlighter extend this model through interactive search results
exploration, allowing the users to take an active role in the
evaluation of the search results [6]. These tools represent
a step towards Yao’s vision for web information retrieval
support systems [17].
In this paper, we present the results of a user study that
compares HotMap and Concept Highlighter against the listbased representation used by Google. Comparisons are
made in terms of the time taken to complete the tasks, the
perceived precision of the search results, the subjective reactions to the interfaces, and the preference ranks made by
the participants.
In the following section, a review and summary of the
related work is provided. In Section 3, the experimental design employed in this study is described. Section 4 presents
the results of the user evaluation of the web search results

interfaces, followed by a discussion about the results in Section 5. A summary of the conclusions, along with a description of future work is provided in Section 6.

2. Related Work
Researchers have been exploring the application of information visualization techniques to the representation of
collections of documents for many years. Some noteworthy
systems include Galaxy of News [11], ThemeScape [16],
SeeSoft [3], and TileBars [5]. Although these techniques
have been shown to be beneficial for traditional information retrieval systems, they commonly require access to the
entire document contents, which is not feasible for web information retrieval.
Other systems have been developed specifically for the
web, including VIEWER [2], xFind [1], WaveLens [10],
and Grokker [4]. These systems all provide some degree of
graphical representation of the search results, and allow the
users to interactively explore the search results. Following
the success of these systems, and addressing some of their
shortcomings, we have developed two methods to visually
represent the results of a web search which support the interactive exploration of the search results.
HotMap [7] (Figure 1b) visually depicts the frequency
of each of the terms in the users’ queries using a compact
colour coding for each of the document surrogates in the
search results. This allows “hot” documents to be easily
identified with a simple glance, based on the frequent appearance of the query terms within the document surrogates.
The interactive exploration of the search results is supported
via dynamic re-sorting of the document surrogates based on
the query term frequencies.
Concept Highlighter [8] (Figure 1c) obtains a set of relevant concepts from a concept knowledge base using the
users’ query terms; interactive concept-based fuzzy clustering is used to cluster the search results with respect to these
concepts. As the users select the concepts that are relevant
to their information need, the search results are re-sorted
based on the fuzzy membership score of each document surrogate with respect to the selected concepts. Colour coding
is used to visually represent the fuzzy membership scores,
allowing the users to easily determine the degree to which
each document surrogate belongs to the user-selected set of
concepts.
These systems use a similar framework for providing coordinated views of the search results at two levels of detail.
The overview map depicts the top 100 document surrogates
returned by the underlying search engine in a compact and
abstract representation (shown in Figures 1b and 1c on the
right side). The detail window (the large list region shown
in Figures 1b and 1c) shows 20 to 25 document surrogates
at a time, allowing the users to determine the relevance of
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Figure 1. Screen shots of the three interfaces
evaluated in this study.

individual document surrogates to their information needs.
Together, these coordinated views provide the users with the
ability to interactively explore the search results both from
an overview perspective and a detailed perspective. Within
the same information display, the users can determine the
general properties of the top 100 document surrogates, as
well as the specific properties of individual document surrogates.
In preliminary evaluations, computer science graduate
students were able to effectively use the exploration and
evaluation features of HotMap and Concept Highlighter
when conducting searches on topics related to their research. In some cases, the participants were impressed with
their ability to identify documents of which they had previously been unaware. While these studies were valuable in
terms of validating many of the design decisions, it was difficult to draw strong conclusions from these results since the
participants each performed different searches. In this paper, we report the results of a more carefully designed user
study, the details of which are described in the following
section.

3. Experimental Design

Table 1. The relevance scores used to rate
the document surrogates considered by the
participants.
Score
4
3
2
1

Description
This document is relevant.
This document is probably relevant.
This document is probably not relevant.
This document is not relevant.

each participant had a basic understanding of the interface
and how it was to be used in the search task.
Each search task included a written description of the
information need, along with the query to be used. These
are listed below:
1. You are a network manager for a small company. You
are looking for information on tools, software, or services to assist you in managing your company’s communications network (i.e., a data and/or voice network).
query: “communications network management”

3.1

Method

In order to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of
the three interfaces for representing web search results, we
employed a 3x2 (interface x task) within-subjects design
[12]. Since all participants were already users of the Google
search engine, they were exposed to this interface first. In
order to reduce biasing effects, participants were assigned
to one of four groups, each with a different order of exposure to HotMap and Concept Highlighter, and a different
order of task assignment.
To ensure that the interfaces provided the same set of
search results to each participant, the results of each web
search were cached and provided to each interface. The
Google interface was altered to include document numbers
to facilitate data collection. Screen shots of the three interfaces are provided in Figure 1.

3.2

Procedure

Each participant completed a pre-task questionnaire, two
searches with each of the three interfaces, an in-task questionnaire following each search, and a post-task questionnaire after all the searches were complete. The entire procedure took between 60 and 90 minutes for each participant.
Before the participants were exposed to a new interface,
a short training task was provided, along with a brief description of the features of the interface. This ensured that

2. You are a software developer working on a new project
that requires complex knowledge and information to
be stored and maintained. You are looking for information about how to represent this information in your
software system.
query: “representing knowledge information”
Before the first search was started with each new task,
the participants were asked to rate their familiarity with the
search task. After submitting the search to the assigned interface, the participants were asked to use the interface to
evaluate the search results. For each document surrogate
considered, a relevance score on a scale from 1 to 4 was assigned (see Table 1). The participants were asked to speak
these scores; this information was logged by the investigator, along with the elapsed time. Only the document surrogates were considered for relevance; the participants were
asked to not view the actual documents. After ten document surrogates were assigned a relevance score of either
three or four, the participants were instructed that the task
was complete.
At the end of each task, the participants were provided
with an in-task questionnaire to measure their subjective reaction and feelings regarding their experience with using
the assigned interface to find documents relevant to the assigned task. These subjective measures were based on the
participants’ confidence in finding a good set of documents,

Table 2. Features of the participant demographics.
Computer Use

Computer Experience

Web Searches

Search Engine Preference
Pages Viewed

Web Search Experience

10+ times per week: 95%
5-10 times per week: 0%
1-5 times per week: 5%
high degree: 62%
moderate degree: 38%
low degree: 0%
10+ per week: 71%
5-10 per week: 19%
1-5 per week: 10%
Google: 90%
Yahoo: 10%
1-2 pages: 33%
3-4 pages: 29%
5-6 pages: 24%
7+ pages: 14%
high degree: 38%
moderate degree: 62%
low degree: 0%

the ease of use of the interface, satisfaction in using the interface, and impressions of ambiguity in the search results
set.
After all the search tasks were completed, a post-task
questionnaire was administered to measure the participants’
impressions of various features of the interfaces. In addition, the participants were asked to provide a ranking of
their preference among the interfaces to which they were
exposed.

3.3

Compared to the participants in our pilot evaluations of
HotMap [7], these participants would generally be considered intermediate web searchers. However, since none had
been exposed to HotMap or Concept Highlighter prior to
this evaluation, they would be considered novice users of
these systems.
Prior to starting the first search with each new task, the
participants were asked to report their familiarity with the
assigned task. These results are illustrated in Figure 2.
Clearly, the participants showed a wide range in familiarity
with the search tasks. However, we did not find familiarity
with the task to be a direct indicator of performance with
any of the interfaces considered.

4.2

Time to Task Completion

Analysis

The quantitative results (time to completion and perceived precision) were analysed independently for each
task using analysis of variance (ANOVA). The subjective
evaluations were analysed using nonparametric Friedman
tests. The preference ranks were analysed pair-wise using
Wilcoxon signed ranks tests. Where relevant, the statistical
significance of these tests are noted.

4. Results
4.1

Figure 2. The pre-test familiarity with the
tasks reported by the participants.

Participant Demographics

21 participants were recruited from undergraduate computer science courses to participate in this study. The results from the pre-task questionnaire administered to these
participants are presented in Table 2.

In order to measure and make comparisons among the
times taken to complete the assigned information seeking
tasks, it is necessary to provide clear task completion criteria. For this study, we specified two levels of fulfilment of
the assigned information need: finding five relevant documents, and finding ten relevant documents. In this criteria,
we considered any document assigned a relevance score of
three or four as a relevant document. This represented documents the participants felt were either certainly or probably relevant (see Table 1 for the complete relevance score
scale).
Figure 3 illustrates the average time the participants took
to find five and ten relevant documents for each of the two
tasks. On average, the participants were able to find relevant documents fastest with HotMap, followed by Google,
then Concept Highlighter. However, the differences in these
times did not prove to be statistically significant. The results
of ANOVA tests are provided in Table 3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. The average time to find five relevant documents (a) and ten relevant documents (b). The
error bars represent the standard error about the mean.

4.3
Table 3. ANOVA tests for the time to completion data show that the differences between
the task completion times are not statistically
significant.

Task 1
Task 2

5 Relevant
Documents
F(2,60) = 2.87,
p = 0.06
F(2,60) = 4.69,
p = 0.01

10 Relevant
Documents
F(2,60) = 2.87,
p = 0.06
F(2,60) = 1.75,
p = 0.18

These results are interesting since both HotMap and
Concept Highlighter required the participants to interact
with the interface features before they could evaluate the
search results; by contrast, Google allowed the participants
to start evaluating the search results immediately. That the
times taken to find five and ten relevant documents are not
significantly different among the three interface indicates
that the extra work required by HotMap and Concept Highlighter can be offset by the users’ ability to more easily evaluate and explore the search results.
Further, even though a large disparity existed in the experience the participants had with Google and the two new
interfaces, the participants were able to complete the tasks
using all the interfaces in similar times. One would expect that the task completion times for HotMap and Concept Highlighter would improve as the users become more
experienced using these systems.

Perceived Precision

Two common measures for the performance of information retrieval systems are precision and recall. Precision is
the ratio of relevant documents retrieved to the total number
of documents retrieved; recall is the ratio of relevant documents retrieved to the total number of relevant documents
in the collection being searched [15]. Since it is not feasible
to calculate the recall metric for web information retrieval
systems [9], we consider only the precision metric.
In traditional information retrieval research, test collections (such as those provided by TREC) are commonly
used. These test collections usually consist of a set of documents, a set of queries, and expert relevance judgements
for each document-query pair. When conducting research
using live web information retrieval data, these relevance
judgments are not available, making the use of the precision metric difficult.
Instead, we focus on the calculation of a metric that is inspired by the precision metric, which we call perceived precision. In this metric, we consider only the documents that
have been viewed by the user as having been retrieved, and
make use of the users’ judgments of relevance. This metric
measures the users’ ability to find relevant documents in the
search results, rather than the information retrieval system’s
ability to find relevant documents in the collections.
Suppose a four-point relevance scale is used, such as the
one provided in Table 1. After a participant completes assigning relevance scores to a set of search results, the result is four sets of document surrogates corresponding to the
four relevance scores: r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 . If we decide that documents with a relevance score of three or four are considered

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. The average perceived precision in finding five relevant documents (a) and ten relevant
documents (b). The error bars represent the standard error about the mean.

Table 4. ANOVA tests for the perceived precision data show that the differences in the
perceived precision for Task 1 are statistically
significant, and that the differences in the perceived precision for Task 2 are not statistically significant.

Task 1
Task 2

5 Relevant
Documents
F(2,60) = 8.22,
p < 0.001
F(2,60) = 2.16,
p = 0.12

10 Relevant
Documents
F(2,60) = 7.75,
p = 0.001
F(2,60) = 0.37,
p = 0.69

“relevant”, then perceived precision (pp) can be defined as:
pp =

|r3 | + |r4 |
|r1 | + |r2 | + |r3 | + |r4 |

Figure 4 illustrates the average perceived precision the
participants achieved in finding five relevant and ten relevant documents for the two assigned tasks. On average,
participants were able to find a higher ratio of relevant documents using Concept Highlighter, followed by HotMap,
then Google. For Task 1, the differences in the perceived
precision scores proved to be statistically significant; for
Task 2, the differences proved to not be statistically significant. The results of ANOVA tests are provided in Table 4.
The differences in statistical significance can be attributed to the differences between the two tasks. Although
both tasks were chosen to be similar in their degree of ambiguity, the end result was that two different sets of document

surrogates were evaluated by the participants. The participants may have found it easier to use HotMap and Concept
Highlighter to explore the search results from Task 1 than
Task 2. While it is difficult to generalize the results from
these two tasks, we can see that in some situations, there
can be a significant improvement in the perceived precision.

4.4

Subjective Measures

After each task, participants completed a short in-task
questionnaire to measure their subjective reactions to using
the assigned interface to complete the assigned task. Of interest were the participants’ degree of confidence, feelings
of ease of use, satisfaction in using the interface, and perceptions of ambiguity.
For the confidence measure, the participants rated how
confident they were in their ability to find a good set of relevant documents (Figure 5a). For all the interfaces, the responses were positively skewed; only 8% of the responses
were negative. These results show that the participants were
significantly more confident using HotMap than the other
interfaces. Participants also showed a higher degree of confidence in Concept Highlighter than Google.
For the ease of use measure, the participants rated how
easy they found it to use the interface to evaluate the search
results (Figure 5b). For all the interfaces, the responses
were positively skewed; only 6% of the responses were negative. Clearly, HotMap scored significantly higher in terms
of ease of use than the other interfaces. Participants also
scored Concept Highligher as marginally easier to use than
Google.
For the satisfaction measure, the participants rated how
satisfied they were in using the interface to evaluate the

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. Subjective measures of confidence in the search results (a), ease of use of the interface
(b), satisfaction in the search process (c), and impressions of ambiguity in the search results (d).

search results (Figure 5c). For all the interfaces, the responses were positively skewed; 12% of the responses
were negative (most of which were attributed to Google).
HotMap received much higher scores in terms of confidence than the other interfaces. Concept Highlighter scored
marginally higher than Google in this measure.
For the ambiguity measure, the participants rated how
ambiguous they thought the search result set was (Figure 5d). Since the goal of the HotMap and Concept Highlighter was to direct the users towards more relevant documents, this measure provides an indication of the success of
this goal, considering that the search results sets were identical for each interface. For HotMap and Concept Highlighter, the responses were positively skewed; 17% of the
responses were negative (most of which were attributed to
Google). The participants reported the search results to be
much more specific using HotMap, followed by Concept
Highlighter. The responses using Goole showed a normal
distribution.

Table 5. Friedman tests for the subjective reactions show that the differences in the subjective reactions are statistically significant.
Measure
confidence
ease of use
satisfaction
ambiguity

Friedman Test
χ2 (2) = 14.26, p = 0.001
χ2 (2) = 11.22, p = 0.004
χ2 (2) = 14.22, p = 0.001
χ2 (2) = 23.10, p < 0.001

The results of Friedman tests on these responses showed
them to be statistically significant. The statistics are reported in Table 5.
These positive subjective measures were also validated
by the comments made by many of the participants. One
participant commented that they “loved the ability to sort
by keywords.” Another noted that “Concept Highlighter”

Table 6. Wilcoxon signed ranks tests for the
preference ranks show that the preference order is not statistically significant.
Comparison
HotMap preferable to
Google
HotMap preferable to
Concept Highlighter
Google preferable to
Concept Highlighter

Figure 6. Interface preference ranks reported
by the participants.

made the results more specific.” Although most comments
were positive, some noted that the interface was too cluttered, or the font sizes to be too small.

4.5

Preference Rank

After all the tasks were completed by the participants,
a post-task questionnaire was administered which included
a question asking the participants to rank their preference
for a search results interface, assuming that the underlying
search results sets are the same. These rank responses are
reported in Figure 6.
For Google, there was a normal distribution of rank
scores, with the majority scoring the interface as their second preference. For HotMap, there was a positively skewed
distribution of rank scores, with the majority scoring the interface as their first preference. For Concept Highlighter,
there was a negatively skewed distribution of rank scores,
with the majority scoring the interface as their third preference.
Clearly, there were a larger number of participants that
indicated HotMap as their first preference. Both Concept
Highlighter and Google had the same number of participants indicated these as their first preference. However, a
large number of participants also indicated Concept Highlighter as their least preferable interface.
A pair-wise analysis of the results using a Wilcoxon
signed ranks test showed that HotMap was preferable to
both Google and Concept Highlighter, and that Google was
preferable to Concept Highlighter. However, these results
were not shown to be statistically significant (see Table 6).
A number of participants noted that they ranked Google first
because they were familiar with it, resulting in a skewing of
the results in favour of Google.

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
Z = -0.974, p = 0.33
Z = -1.630, p = 0.10
Z = -0.974, p = 0.33

5. Discussion
The search tasks used in this evaluation were chosen to
be somewhat vague in order to test situations where the
search results consist of a mix of relevant and non-relevant
documents. We believe this mimics many real-world situations where the users are unable to craft very specific
queries to describe their information needs. In these cases,
deciding which documents are relevant is a fundamental
task that is not well supported by the list-based representation provided by Google and other search engines. However, providing visual representations of features of the web
search results, along with tools for interactively exploring
the search results, can be very beneficial to the users.
In these studies, HotMap proved to be both faster than
Google, and also allowed the participants to find the relevant documents more efficiently (as indicated by the perceived precision metric). Although this performance increase over Google was not statistically significant, it is
a promising result given that the participants were experienced users of Google but only novice users of HotMap.
HotMap scored significantly higher than the other interfaces in the subjective reactions, and was ranked as the
top search results interface by the participants. This suggests that the simple query term visualization method implemented in this system can not only allow users to more
effectively evaluate the search results, but it is also an interface that can easily be used and adopted by web searchers.
Concept Highlighter was the slowest interface tested, but
at the same time resulted in the best perceived precision.
Part of the reason for the poor time to completion results
with this interface was the extra time required by the participants to choose the relevant concepts. This task was
required before the participants could start evaluating the
search results. That the perceived precision score was better
with this interface indicates that this extra step is valuable
in re-sorting the search results into a more meaningful (i.e.,
concept-oriented) order.
In terms of the subjective reactions, Concept Highlighter

scored worse than HotMap, but better than Google. However, this interface was ranked as the least preferable by the
participants. This may be due to the extra work required to
first choose the relevant concepts. Some participants may
have disliked the delay this caused in evaluating the search
results, as well as the extra cognitive activity required in
making these decisions. However, given the significant improvement in perceived precision in some cases, these negative aspects may be overcome with adequate training and
familiarity with the interface.
It is interesting to note that the re-sorting features in both
HotMap and Concept Highlighter bring attention to document surrogates that are deep within the search results.
Given that users of traditional web search engines seldom
venture past the third page of search results, these deep document surrogates are seldom considered for relevance. As
a result, in our preliminary evaluations, a number of our
colleagues were able to find documents relevant to their research areas that has previously been undetected.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this study, two new interfaces that promote a visual
exploration of web search results were compared to the listbased representation used by Google. The participants performed the same search tasks on all three interfaces, and the
search results sets presented in the interfaces were identical.
Therefore, the only differences were the method by which
the search results were presented to the participant, and the
ability for the participant to interact with and explore the
search results.
The search tasks were chosen to be somewhat vague in
order to evaluate the differences in these interfaces when
the search results contained a mixture of relevant and nonrelevant documents. HotMap scored higher than the other
two interfaces in all the measurements except for perceived
precision (in which it scored the second highest). In the perceived precision measure, Concept Highlighter scored the
highest, although this required additional work on the part
of the participants, resulting in poorer scores in the other
measurements.
The positive results of this study have validated our hypotheses that visual representations of search results features, and the visual exploration of the search results can
address the inherent problems in the list-based representation used by all the major web search engines. In future
work, we will integrate the features of HotMap and Concept
Highlighter together into a single interface for web search
results exploration, and tie this in with our previous work
on interactive query refinement, resulting in a unified web
information retrieval support system. Further, we plan to
evaluate this system in a long-term test in order to determine
how effective this system can be for experienced users.
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